ScoringAg TreeTubes©
The ultimate psyllid and other insect barrier for Citrus Trees
With ScoringAg Tree Tubes© there is no need for insect sprays!
Protect your new plantings and resets of citrus trees with ScoringAg TreeTubes©
to keep the psyllids out as soon as they come out of the nurseries. No HLB in new
planted groves!
If you planted already, spray one more time and put the ScoringAg TreeTubes© on to
protect them from psyllids and other insects until harvest.
The patented UV stabilized fine grade mesh makes it easy on the nursery stock and transplants.
The white fabric is stretchable, flexible, indestructible and reusable.
Additional advantages of using ScoringAg TreeTubes©:







Cost saving – no insect or psyllid sprays needed
Trees grow faster in the “protected climate”
Protects from deer, squirrels, birds, aphids, thrips, cold, frost and hail
Needed spraying goes through the mesh.
No waste of material

The beauty of the ScoringAg TreeTubes© is their simplicity. They are quick and easy to fit.
There is no fiddly tying, no strings just simple nylon ties. Push a PVC Pipe into the soil next to
the tree, so that it is above the transplanted tree. Cut the tube to needed height above the tree
plus some extra inches for tying at the top and also tie it to the sprout guard.
We sell the TreeTubes© in 1000 ft rolls in different diameters, so every grower can apply them
to the size of tree as needed. 1 roll of TreeTubes© with 1000 feet, 18½” diameter covers
approximately: 333 trees - 3.0 ft height, 286 trees - 3.5 ft height, 250 trees - 4.0 ft height.
After the tree is too big for the one size of ScoringAg TreeTubes© get a bigger diameter and
use the first size for the next plantings over and over again.
If you need a bigger diameter, just let us know.
Don’t forget to order a TreeSteamer© for your already greening infected trees.
Yes, you can raise organic citrus again using these organic practice:
ScoringAg’s Tree Tubes© and a TreeSteamer©
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